
KIDS CHURCH @ HOME 
OCTOBER WEEK 4 
 
Hello families, 
 
Wow, so much is happening right now.   
 
- The Holidays are coming. 
- School is resuming in-person next month. 
- The election is just around the corner. 
- The Dodgers are in the World Series. 
 
With so much we can be thinking about, hoping for, or worried over, it is 
important to know God's truth= what His Word says about our lives, our 
identities, and our futures.  Most importantly as we focus in on the Truth we 
experience peace and freedom in Jesus!   
 
This week's theme for our Kids is to FOCUS ON WHAT'S TRUE.  Our Scripture is 
Philippians 4:8, "Whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever 
is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable--if anything is excellent or 
praiseworthy--think about such things." This command reminds me of the 
importance of a FILTER.  We have filters so our water can be drinkable, for our air 
conditioning units to make what we breathe in cleaner, and even on our cable tv 
channels/streaming services to protect our kids from turning on something they 
should not be watching. 
 
Here is the VIDEO LINK for this Sunday's Kid's Church @ Home 
Experience: https://youtu.be/VTJm5jFcGgk 
 
Here is a quick outline/order of how to move through the video with your child.  I 
am putting the times next to each section so you can choose to go back, move 
ahead, or pause.   
 
1) Open with a quick PRAYER. 
2) Take a moment to have fun with these QUESTIONS. 
* If you were the principal for one month what would you change about school? 
* What are your top three ice cream flavors? 



3) The Video begins with a WELCOME and WORSHIP SONG (0:00-3:02) 
4) Watch the INTRO VIDEO (3:09-4:36) 
5) Watch the BIBLE STORY (4:37-10:11) 
6) Pause the video for a QUICK RECAP 
* Where did Horatio keep a list of things that went wrong? (HIS HEAD) 
* What changed Horatio's negative thinking? ( A PICTURE OF A LIGHTHOUSE) 
* How did this change make him feel? (HAPPY/SMILING) 
* Share 1 thing that went wrong this week? 
* Share 3 things that went great this week? 
7) Watch the CLOSING video (10:12-12:07). 
8) Pause the video for one LAST DISCUSSION. 
* Who wrote Philippians? (PAUL) 
* What was the main point of the story? (YOU ARE IN CHARGE OF WHAT YOU 
THINK) 
* What is true about you? (GOD MADE ME AND LOVES ME) 
9) There is a closing DANCE/SONG (12:15-16:00) 
 
That's it...you made it and did great!  Your kids are growing in Jesus and learning 
more about the Bible, their faith, and how to live in the world as a light.  We are 
also attaching some resources that you and your child can do to engage the 
theme and story during the week. 
 
Be blessed! 
Kids Church Team 


